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This corresponds to H = 22° 8', and to H' = 67° 52'.    In this   case
Hf - H = 45° 44', which is the radius of the 46° halo.
With increase or decrease of the altitude of the sun from 22° 8', the solar distance of the circumzenithal arc increases, but so slowly, at first, that the gain amounts to only about 1° when the sun has sunk to 16°, or risen to 27°. Hence, this arc is also, though erroneously, called the upper tangent arc of the halo of 46°.
When the sun is on the horizon the solar distance of the circumzenithal arc is 57° 48', and the interval between it and the 46° halo 12° 4'. On the other hand, the arc rapidly converges on the zenith as the altitude of the sun approaches 32°, and is theoretically impossible for solar altitudes greater than 32° 12'.
Kern's Arc.—Kern's arc, so designated from the name of the first observer to report it,1 occurs exactly opposite the corresponding circum-zenithal arc, simultaneously with it. Together they sometimes form a complete colored'circle.2
Since the rays, by which one sees any point on a circumzenithal halo, are paralleled over the adjacent region by exactly similar rays (he and his neighbors, each by virtue of a different set of crystals, all seeing a~t the same time the "same" halo), and,
prevailingly vertical, and their bases liui-jLauiiuai, n, iujuuwo mau uy A^JJLC^-tion, both internal and external, from these sides each point on the circumzenithal halo is drawn out into a circle about the zenith, precisely as the sun is drawn out into the parhelic circle, q. v. This, then, appears to be the explanation of Kern's arc, which, being greatly enfeebled by reflection, seldom is bright enough to be seen.
Circumhorizontal Arc.—A colored arc, red on the upper side, of perhaps 90° in extent, is occasionally seen parallel to the horizon, and about 46°, or a little more, below the sun. This arc is produced by light entering snow crystals through vertical sides and passing out through horizontal bases, and, therefore, the theory of its formation is identical with that of the circumzenithal arc. On merely substituting " zenith distance" for "elevation" all the numerical values of the one become those of the other. Hence, the circumhorizontal arc cannot appear when the zenith distance of the sun is greater than 32° 12'. Similarly, when this distance is 22° 8', corresponding to minimum deviation, the solar distance of the circumhorizontal arc is 45° 44', the radius of the halo of 46°. Further, for all values of the zenith distance of the sun from 16° to 27° the circumhorizontal arc is within 1° of tangency to the halo of 46°.
1  Koninklijk nederlandsch meteorologisch Instituut.    Onweders, optische v&r&chijn., enz., in Nederland, O. 66, 1895.
2 LING, Monthly Weather Review, 50; 132, 1922.

